Most applications of flow cytometry or cell sort-1 ing rely on the conjugation of fluorescent dyes to specific 2 biomarkers. However, labeled biomarkers are not always 3 available, they can be costly, and they may disrupt natural 4 cell behavior. Label-free quantification based upon machine 5 learning approaches could help correct these issues, but 6 label replacement strategies can be very difficult to discover 7 when applied labels or other modifications in measurements 8 inadvertently modify intrinsic cell properties. Here we demon-9 strate a new, but simple approach based upon feature se-10 lection and linear regression analyses to integrate statistical 11 information collected from both labeled and unlabeled cell 12 populations and to identify models for accurate label-free 13 single-cell quantification. We verify the method's accuracy to 14 predict lipid content in algal cells (Picochlorum soloecismus) 15 during a nitrogen starvation and lipid accumulation time 16 course. Our general approach is expected to improve label-17 free single-cell analysis for other organisms or pathways, 18 where biomarkers are inconvenient, expensive, or disruptive 19 to downstream cellular processes. 20 Keywords-Single cell, flow cytometry, machine learning, 21 label-free quantification, microalgae 22 I. INTRODUCTION 23 There are many biological research tasks for which it is 24 important to measure single-cell behavior [1]. These tasks, 25 which include cell counting, cell sorting, and biomarker 26 detection, are widely conducted using flow cytometry 27 (FCM) [1-3]. Flow cytometry is a high throughput analysis 28 technique that performs rapid multiparametric measure-29 ments to inspect and quantify large cell populations and 30 subpopulations [2-9]. FCM analysis is usually conducted 31 by first fluorescently labeling cells, and then quantify-32 ing fluorescence intensity of individual cells within large 33 populations. Each cell passes through a laser beam to 34 excite fluorophores, and each cell's data is recorded by 35 measuring emitted fluorescence intensity at longer wave-36 lengths [5,7,9]. FCM also provides indirect measurements 37 of cell phenotypes through measurements of intrinsic cel-38 lular properties, such as cell size and shape by forward-39 angle light scatter (FSC), and information about cellular
the related technique of fluorescence-activated cell sorting 43 (FACS) allows researchers to separate cell populations into 44 different subpopulations with respect to their individual 45 properties [8] . As the name implies, sorting decisions are 46 primarily based upon fluorescent labels [1, 11] . 47 Despite broad application of fluorescent labels in flow 48 cytometry measurements [10] , application of labels can be 49 costly and may require unnecessary effort [12] [13] [14] . Bio-50 chemical labeling can also alter cell behavior and interfere 51 with cellular processes and downstream analyses by causing 52 activating/inhibitory signal transduction [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Addi-53 tionally, some biochemical stains require cellular fixation or 54 are toxic, which limits downstream processing when sorting 55 [18, 20] . To avoid the adverse effects of biochemical labels, 56 one could engineer synthetic cells to express measurable 57 biomarkers, such as intrinsically fluorescent proteins or 58 luciferases, but such genetic modifications may be costly to 59 develop and may disrupt growth or perturb natural cellular 60 behaviors. A label-free quantification strategy could help 61 prevent these adverse consequences by reducing operation 62 costs and efforts, as well as avoiding side effects of 63 using labels on, or performing genetic modifications to, 64 living cells [12, 15] . In label-free quantification of FCM 65 measurements, computational methods are used to quantify 66 targeted cellular information based on measurements from 67 other channels, i.e., from features. 68 Current label-free quantification strategies employ var-69 ious methods of machine learning within their anal-70 yses to make use of large flow cytometry datasets 71 [12, 13, 15, 17, 21, 22] . However, in these strategies, the best 72 intrinsic cellular features have been selected based solely 73 on information collected from fluorescently labeled cells 74 (for instance, see [12, 21] ). For some biological processes, 75 if labels indirectly affect intrinsic cell properties within 76 training populations, then these interactions could result 77 in unexpectedly poor quantification of cell populations 78 when tested on unlabeled cells. We hypothesize that FCM 79 datasets could be used to develop label-free quantification 80 strategies even when signatures are weak and are per-81 turbed during the training process. In this work, we test 82 our hypothesis by combining supervised machine learning 83 algorithms with analysis of the distributions of single-cell 84 data and their corresponding fluctuation fingerprints [23] . 85 To demonstrate our approach, we conduct feature selec-86 tion and regression analysis to find optimized label-free 87 feature combinations and quantify lipid accumulation in 88 with on-demand CO 2 injection when the pH increased 121 above the set-point. Cells were monitored for a total of 122 46 days following nitrogen starvation. At each time point, 123 we created two identical subsamples as depicted at the top 124 of figure 1. Cells were collected at 23 different days and 125 stored at 4°C prior to analysis.
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To obtain ground truth values for lipid accumulations, 127 we labeled cells in one sub-sample and left the other 128 sub-sample unlabeled. Stained populations of cells were 129 incubated with 22.6 µM BODIPY 505/515 (Thermo Fisher 130 Scientific) with 2.8% DMSO in media for 30 minutes at 131 room temperature prior to analysis. Figure 2 shows repre-132 sentative images of high and low lipid cells. Analysis was 133 conducted using a BD Accuri™ C6 flow cytometer with BD 134 CSampler™ (BD Biosciences). Unstained samples were 135 collected with a set volume of 10 µl on a high flow rate (66 136 µl/min). For stained samples 10,000 events were collected 137 on a low flow rate (14 µl/min). FCM analyses recorded 13 138 features per cell, including the 488 nm excitation, 530/30 139 nm collection channel (FL1) corresponding to the BODIPY 140 dye as well as flow cytometry measurements of forward 141 scatter (FSC), side scatter (SSC) and other fluorescence 142 wavelengths (FL2: 488 nm excitation 585/40 nm collection, 143 FL3: 488 nm excitation 670LP (long pass) collection, and 144 FL4: 640 nm excitation 675/25 nm collection). For the 145 forward scatter, the side-scatter, and each channel FL1-146 FL4, the flow cytometer measures a pulse of light as each 147 cell traverses the laser beam. Both the height (-H) and 148 the integrated area (-A) of these pulses were collected, 149 providing two measures per channel, per cell.
In an initial attempt to identify label-free signatures of lipid content, we considered linear regression applied to match intrinsic features of labeled cells to lipid content (figure 1). In regression analysis, there are two main types of variables: the response variable (denoted y) and the explanatory variables (the set of predictors, denoted x) [31] . In this study, the response vector is the accumulation of the lipid content for each cell (called the target) and the predictor is a matrix containing the data for intrinsic cellular properties measured by FSC, SSC, and other fluorescence wavelengths (called the features). In regression analysis, the response is approximated as a function of the predictors as is the regression parameter or the regression coefficient.
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Linear regression provides a preliminary insight about potential relationships between the predictor and the response variables. After defining the features and the target, the regression coefficient that minimizes the sum of squared difference of |Y − XM| 2 2 can be calculated using the left inverse of the features matrix, X −L , as follows:
To perform a preliminary regression analysis, we first that the preliminary regression analysis provides a strong 182 estimate for the lipid content using non-label measure-183 ments. However, the same regression model failed drasti-184 cally when those same channels were used to estimate the 185 lipid content in the true absence of labels, and figure 3 (B) 186 shows that the difference between predicted and measured 187 values of the lipid content for unlabeled cells is extreme.
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To explore the similarity of the predicted and measured 189 lipid distributions, we require a metric to quantify the 190 difference between the distributions for lipid estimates and 191 the measured lipid content. Since direct measurement of 192 lipid content is unavailable for unlabeled cells, direct quan-193 tification of label-free lipid prediction errors (e.g., single-194 cell correlation coefficients) is not possible. However, since 195 the labeled and unlabeled cells were sampled from the 196 same original population and at the same time, we reasoned 197 that the labeled and unlabeled populations should have the 198 same distributions or statistics for their single-cell lipid 199 levels. Therefore, to validate label-free predictions, we 200 compare label-free distribution predictions to the labeled 201 measurement distributions using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 202 statistic (KS). In one dimension, the KS ranges from zero 203 (perfect agreement) to one (total disagreement) and can be 204 defined independently of scaling or units to discern the 205 difference between two distributions [33, 34] . We found that 206 KS distances between non-label channel predictions and 207 measurements for labeled cells were very small (0.0480, 208 0.0527, and 0.0190 for the three validation time points), but 209 the corresponding KS values for the label-free predictions 210 were almost completely incorrect (0.97, 0.95 and 0.92 211 for the same time points). Extended results for the linear 212 regression are provided in supplementary Figs. S1 and S2. 213
C. Nonlinear approaches 214
To generalize our initial simple linear regression approach, we then added new features corresponding to all possible products of the individual features as follows:
This expanded linear regression analysis, which uses all 215 possible quadratic features, is referred to as the quadratic 216 regression model. To further generalize the analysis, we 217 also formulated a multilayer perceptron neural network 218 (MLPNN) [35] and also applied the gradient boosting 219 machine learning (GBML) method presented by Blasi 220 et al. [12] to predict the BODIPY signals in our FCM 221 measurements (see sections 2 and 3 in the supplementary 222 information for details on MLPNN and GBML). However, 223 as shown in supplementary figures S3-S5, each of these 224 advanced approaches appeared to work very well on the 225 labeled training and validation data, but all were insufficient 226 to predict the lipid content for unlabeled data. During automated feature selection for linear regression 276 (supplementary figure S7(C,D)), we did not incorporate 277 higher order effects (e.g., "interactions") between predictor 278 variables. To enhance our modeling and potentially extract 279 more information from the data, we added an expanded set 280 of products of feature values to the input. Expansion of the 281 input matrix of features to include quadratic and first order 282 interaction terms, followed by label-free feature selection 283 via the genetic algorithm, resulted in a slight improvement 284 to label-free predictions for the lipid content. For more 285 detailed results after introducing the quadratic features 286 and application of the genetic algorithm on higher order 287 effects, see figures S7(E,F) and S10 in the supplementary 288 information. In this case, the genetic algorithm identified 289 the product of FSC-A and FL4-H, the square of FSC-290 H, and the product of FL4-H and signal width as the 291 most informative attributes. Selected features by the genetic 292 algorithm on linear and quadratic features are presented in 293 more detail in supplementary Table S1 .
294

E. Weighted model 295
After cross-validation and feature reduction, the predic-296 tions using label-free data had improved substantially, but 297 we noticed that there remained some substantial systematic 
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To test this idea, we introduced a new strategy based on weighted models that could be learned from all measurement of unlabeled features. To achieve this weighted model, we first learned three separate regression coefficients M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 based on the three training time points (days 1, 14, and 46). These models were fixed for all subsequent computations. For any arbitrary population, a new combination model could be formulated as a weighted sum:
where the weights a = [α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ] would be specific to 307 any new population of unlabeled cells.
308
We then sought to learn a secondary model to estimate 
for which we could estimate the weight quotient Q as
In this expression, Q defines a relationship between the 331 unlabeled features (from computing s) and the weights (a).
332
To prevent over-fitting in the determination of the weights, 333 we generated another set of random population samples 342 Figure 4 shows the results of our new weighted-model 343 label-free quantification strategy for labeled cells (figure 344 4(A)) and unlabeled cells ( figure 4(B) ). It can be seen 345 here that using model weights, which are based only on 346 statistics of unlabeled features, enables the model to predict 347 the BODIPY signal with a remarkably high accuracy. The 348 expanded weighted model analysis allows for a substan-349 tially improved ability to quantify lipid content for both 350 labeled and unlabeled cells. The very small KS distance 351 (0.14, 0.09, and 0.09) on the three validation time points 352 represent an exceptional success in predicting the BODIPY 353 signals based on label-free measurements. After we validated the final label-free lipid estimation 356 model, we fixed all parameters and sought to test it for 357 label-free quantification in new circumstances. Figure 4 (C) 358 shows that the final model yielded exceptional prediction 359 accuracy of the BODIPY signal for this previously unseen 360 testing data at time points corresponding to days 7, 16, 361 20 and 34, and supplementary figure S12 shows the corre-362 sponding predictions at the remaining 17 time points not 363 used in the training data set. Figure 5 (A) also shows that 364 the trained model correctly quantified average and standard 365 deviation of lipid accumulation (in log scale) at each day 366 following nitrogen starvation. We note that the training and 367 validation data were taken at only three time points each, 368 yet the model sufficed to predict the lipid levels for all of the 369 remaining 17 time points. Figure 5(B) shows the changes 370 in model weights, a, which were estimated solely from the 371 statistics of the unlabeled data (three biological replicas per 372 time point) and without any information about the time of 373 measurement. The figure demonstrates that the secondary 374 model correctly adapts these weights from a domination of 375 α 1 at early times, α 2 at middle times and α 3 at late times. 376 Figure 5 (C) compares how much the lipid distributions 377 changed over the course of the nitrogen starvation experi-378 ment as quantified using labeled (blue) or label-free (red) 379 strategies. We found that the KS difference between the 380 initial and final time points found for the label-based and 381 label-free measurements were in excellent agreement of 382 0.83 and 0.82 respectively. Using the KS distance, we can 383 now compare the dependence of the population distribution 384 on changes to underlying variables, using analyses simi-385 lar to those demonstrated in [34] to quantify population 386 responses to external regulatory factors. In our case, fig-387 ure 5(D) shows the KS distance between distributions at 388 variable time t compared to the initial or final times and 389 calculated from the direct lipid measurements (blue, gold) 390 or label-free estimates (red, purple). Once again, we find 391 that the comparisons using label-free measurements are in 392 excellent agreement with the label-based measurements for 393 all time points throughout the nitrogen starvation process. 394 KS 14 = 0.0977 10 6 Lip id Co nte nt (AU C) KS 15 = 0.0903 10 6 Lip id Co nte nt (AU C) scattering measurements in the flow cytometer. Second, we 412 note that the fluorescence channels FL3 and FL4 exhibit 413 weak negative correlations to lipid content at later times. 414 Much of the fluorescence measured in these channels is 415 likely to originate from chlorophyll. Our analysis sug-416 gests that nutrient deprived cells, which are accumulating 417 lipids as a stress response, slowly deplete their levels of 418 chlorophyll over time, an observation that is consistent 419 with previous studies applying bulk cell culture analyses 420 to other species of algae [36, 37] . For the secondary regres-421 sion analysis used to define the weights of the regression 422 analyses, the optimum found by the genetic algorithm relied 423 primarily on these same features, but were supplemented 424 by statistical information from other fluorescence channels, 425 including the 530/30 nm channel that was discarded to 426 conduct training on labeled cells. (BD Accuri™ C6 Plus, which has a different fluidics 441 system) with matching detectors. Without any re-training of 442 our previous model (i.e., using the same features and model 443 parameters identified above), we sought to quantify the lipid 444 accumulations over time for the new data set. Owing to 445 variation in the flow cytometer and its settings, the quan-446 titative values for the measurements changed considerably, 447 as can be seen in figures 6(A) and 6(B), which show the 448 median measurements for the label-free features and lipid 449 measurement for the old and new data sets, respectively. 450 Despite substantial differences, figure 6(C) demonstrates 451 that our previous model still correctly captures the trend of 452 increasing lipid accumulations over time based on the label-453 Finally, we used our weighted model to explore the 457 possibility that it could be used to sort unlabeled cells 458 according to the lipid content within those cells. To simulate 459 this situation, we generated mixed cell populations by 460 combining 2500 cells randomly chosen from the initial 461 (low lipid) time point and 2500 cells randomly chosen 462 from the final (high lipid) time point. We then applied 463 the previously identified model ({M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , Q}) on the 464 entire mixed population to predict the distribution of lipids 465 from the label-free features. Figure 7 shows the results 466 of this mixture for the quantification based upon labels 467 (panel A) and based upon label-free measurements (panel 468 B). In each case, the green lines correspond to the sub-469 population taken from the early time points, the purple 470 lines correspond to the label-free measurements, and the 471 black lines correspond to the full mixed distributions. We 472 assumed an optimal gate (vertical dashed line in figure 7 ), 473 and we asked what fraction of cells from the green/purple 474 sub-populations would be correctly assigned to the low/high 475 populations. As a benchmark, we found that the label-476 based sorting accuracy was 72.84% to classify low lipids 477 cells and 94.32% to classify high lipid cells ( figure 7(A) ). 478 The label-free sorting accuracy performed equally well 479 at 79.64% correct classification of low lipids and 92.2% 480 correct classification of high lipids and ( figure 7(B) ). These 481 results suggest that label-free classification could be used 482 in principle for sorting applications, but full evaluation of 483 this hypothesis, as well as strategies to optimize label-484 free sorting gates, remain to be validated through future 485 experimental investigations. 
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The key to our integrated strategy is careful consid- to predict lipid content in unlabeled cells when trained 517 using labeled cells. Figure 8 depicts a flow diagram of 518 our new approach and its three main components of (i) 519 linear regression applied to features and feature products to 520 discover the correlations between intrinsic features and lipid 521 content within labeled cells; (ii) genetic algorithms to auto-522 matically select features that contain useful information, but 523 which avoid misleading or distracting artifacts contained 524 within large FCM datasets; and (iii) a new model-weighting 525 strategy to allow application of different statistical models 526 in different situations.
527
The combination of regression analyses, genetic algo-528 rithms and model weighting approaches yields a final set of 529 models and weights that are uniquely determined from the 530 statistical properties of unlabeled cell population measure-531 ments. Using this approach, we can then extract sufficient 532 information to provide efficient label-free quantification of 533 lipid content in Picochlorum soloecismus over time during 534 nitrogen starvation. Our final model accurately estimates 535 lipid content distributions over time that span several orders 536 of magnitude (figures 4, 5, and S12). Moreover, although 537 direct verification of lipid content for unlabeled single-538 cells is not possible, our final regression models preserved 539 single-cell prediction accuracy for lipid content in labeled 540 cells, especially at later time points when lipid content is 541 highest (Pearson's correlation coefficient of R ≈ 0.74-0.87; 542 see supplementary figure S11).
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Together, the proposed computational tools could help 544 circumvent the need for biochemical labels to reduce ex-545 pense, simplify sample preparation protocols, and open new 546 avenues for single-cell research. For example, label-free 547 quantification will be instrumental to sort cells into different 548 subpopulations, without the (potentially terminal) cellular 549 disruptions associated with standard biochemical markers 550 or with genetic modifications needed to express fluorescent 551 proteins. Once trained through several rounds of regression 552 and genetic algorithms, our final model for algal lipid 553 quantification reduces down to a simple linear operation 554 applied to a handful of seven second-order products of 555 features of the unlabeled cells. Such operations are easily 556 computed in less than a microsecond per cell, making 557 the label-free analysis ideal for use in gating and sorting 558 applications as a stand-in for fluorescence in fluorescence-559 activated cell sorting (FACS) analyses.
560
Applied to algae cultivation for biofuels and bioproducts 561 (food and feed ingredients), real time monitoring of cultures 562 can provide information on the health and productivity of 563 the algal cells. This allows for harvesting when the cells 564 are at maximum yield, or prior to being overtaken by 565 pests or predators. Moreover, the ability to monitor without 566 the addition of dyes increases the speed of analysis and 567 decreases costs. Additionally, the ability to sort cells of 568 interest without labels would enable selection of subpopu-569 lations with a desired phenotype of interest, such as higher 570 content of lipid or other value added products, such as 571 specialty oils or cannabinoids. This type of selection would 572 allow for directed improvement of strains without direct 573 
